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MULTIPLE REALIZATION, COMPUTATION AND THE
TAXONOMY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STATES

ABSTRACT. The paper criticizes standard functionalist arguments for multiple realization.
It focuses on arguments in which psychological states are conceived as computational,
which is precisely where the multiple realization doctrine has seemed the strongest. It is
argued that a type-type identity thesis between computational states and physical states is
no less plausible than a multiple realization thesis. The paper also presents, more tentatively,
positive arguments for a picture of local reduction.

Two decades ago, Hilary Putnam and Jerry Fodor introduced what is cur-
rently known as the multiple realization argument: the claim that mental
states such as beliefs, desires, perceptual states and pains could be realized
in physical structures not type identical with each other, and that therefore
mental types are not reducible to physical types. The multiple realization
argument is considered by many as a powerful vindication of the auton-
omy of the mental. It is particularly widespread among those who think
that psychological states are computational states. Ned Block (1990), for
example, writes:

According to cognitive science, the essence of the mental is computational, and any com-
putational state is “multiply realizable” by physiological or electronic states that are not
identical with one another, and so content cannot be identified with any one of them (p.
146).

But what does warrant thepremiseof the argument? Why think that
psychological states are multiply realizable? My aim in this paper is to crit-
icize standard functionalist arguments for multiple realization, especially
if psychological states are conceived as computational, which is precisely
were the multiple realization doctrine has seemed strongest. Overall, it is
contended that a type-type identity thesis between computational states
and physical states is no less plausible than a multiple realization thesis.

1. THE MULTIPLE REALIZATION ARGUMENT

We are often told that materialism is, or at least is entailed by, the claim
that every causal relation is covered by a strict law of (ideal) physics.
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We are also told, however, that the truth of materialism does not entail
reductionism. Questions about reduction pertain to the relations between
the predicates that appear in the laws of science; what Fodor (1974) has
calledkind predicates. More specifically, reductionism is the view that the
laws of psychology reduce to laws of physics in the sense that there are
nomological relations between psychological and physical kinds. So for
example, given a psychological (ceteris paribus) law of the form

8x(M1x!M2x);(1)

whereM1 andM2 are psychological kind predicates, and given a physical
law of the form

8x(P1x! P2x);(2)

whereP1 andP2 are physical kind predicates, we question whether laws
of type (1) fall under laws of type (2); whether there are ‘bridge laws’ of
the form

8x(Mix$ Pix):(3)

Given various considerations that we will soon discuss, Fodor (1974)
and Putnam (1960, 1967, 1975) conclude that each psychological state is
multiply realizable in the following sense: different tokens of the same psy-
chological type are identical with states that are, physically, type-distinct.
Another way to put it is that events (states) that fall under a psychological
kind M fall under very different physical kinds. Thus, the relationships
between psychological and physical kinds should be described as:

8x(Mx$ P1x _ P2x _ P3x _ : : :);(4)

where the right-side term of the biconditional is a “wild” disjunction of
physical kinds. “Wild” means that there is no physical kind in common
to all, and perhaps an infinite number of, disjunctsPi. While each of the
Pi’s picks out a physical natural kind, the wildly disjunctive term does not.
But if the disjunctive predicate is not a kind, then (4) is not a law. For “a
necessary condition on a universal generalization being lawlike is that the
predicates which constitute its antecedent and consequent should pick out
natural kinds” (Fodor, 1974, p. 108). But if (4) cannot be a bridge-law, then
psychological laws such as (1) are not reducible to physical laws such as
(2).1

My aim here is not to question the inference from the premise of the
argument (that the mental is multiply realizable) to its conclusion (that
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there are no psychophysical laws). Rather, I question the validity of the
premise that (4) is the proper characterization of psychophysical relations.
The friends of the multiple realization argument should better have good
arguments for (4). For if it turns out that all the physical realizers fall,
after all, under a single physical kind, then the other assumptions ensure
the existence of psychophysical bridge laws of type (3)!2 In what follows,
however, I argue that there are no good reasons to hold (4).

2. MULTIPLE REALIZATIONS WITHIN A WORLD: THE INTRA-SPECIES CASE

In ‘Special Sciences’, Fodor suggests that mental states are multiply real-
izable in the neural structures of different individuals of the same species,
and even within the same brain states of the same individual:

[T]here are no firm data for any but the grossest correspondence between types of psycho-
logical states and types of neurological states, and it is entirely possible that the nervous
system of higher organisms characteristically achieves a given psychological end by a wide
variety of neurological means. If so, then the attempt to pair neurological structures with
psychological functions is foredoomed (Fodor 1994, p. 105).

The premises in Fodor’s argument reflect widely held convictions: that
mental states are often realized in very different neurobiological states,
and that similar psychological functions are typically achieved through
different neurobiological mechanisms. There is, however, little evidence
to support these convictions.

Consider the premise that “there are no firm data for any but the grossest
correspondence between types of psychological states and types of neuro-
logical states”. As a matter of fact, the recent studies in cognitive neuro-
science provide firm empirical data for the claim that cognitive processes,
at least at the perceptual level, are highly correlated with certain neural
mechanisms. Zipser and Andersen (1988), for example, find that monkeys
represent spatial location of external objects in their visual field in the 7a
area of the posterior parietal cortex. In this area, about 15% of the neurons
represent eye-position, 21% of the neurons represent retinal location infor-
mation, and 57% of the neurons are tuned to the spatial location of distal
objects. Zipser and Andersen further describe how the monkey’s brain
computes spatial representation from the information about eye-position
and retinal stimulation.3 Indeed, Fodor himself writes, more recently, that
“perceptual processes: : : [are] characteristically associated with specific
neuroanatomical mechanisms (sometimes even with specific neuroanatom-
ical loci.)” (1985, p. 201). What is true is that the available empirical data do
not indicate that there is a correspondence between “higher” psychological
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types, such as beliefs, and neurobiological types. It is also true, however,
that the available data do not show that there is no such correspondence.
The situation, really, is that there is little data about the correlations between
higher psychological types and neurobiological types.

What about the other premise, that “it is entirely possible that the ner-
vous system of higher organisms characteristically achieves a given psy-
chological end by a wide variety of neurological means”? Fodor does not
specify why we should believe it. Usually, however, the claim is motivated
by the fascinating stories about brain damaged people whose (damaged)
brains recover lost functions through other neural means. These stories are
no doubt indication of the remarkable plasticity of the brain and its ability
to compensate on lost areas, but, contrary to first appearance, they do not
confirm multiple realizability claims.

To start with, the evidence from brain-damaged people at best shows that
brains can implement similar psychological functions in different locations.
We cannot infer from this, however, that the neural mechanisms themselves
fall under different neurobiological types. Tokens of neural states and
processes located in different areas may fall, after all, under the same neural
types. Indeed, brains often instantiate similar neurobiological kinds, such
as certain neuronal activities, in different areas. Thus,psychological states
and processes could be realized in different areas of the brain without
being multiply realizable.

Moreover, the current consensus among neuroanatomists of brain dam-
aged people is that damaged brains do not really recover the lost functions,
but generate substitutive operations that have some gross or superficial
resemblances to the lost function. For example, Williams syndrome (WS)
is a developmental disorder affecting connective tissue and the central ner-
vous system. It is apparently caused by mutations in the elastin gene.4 As a
result, people with WS suffer from cognitive impairment. On a first glance,
however, people with WS command language (grammar and semantic flu-
ency) quite well. Still, further “semantic fluency” tasks reveal that people
with WS frequently use uncommon words. When asked, for example, to
name a few animals, children with WS mention in their responses uncom-
mon animals, such as “weasel”, “crane”, and “newt”, more often than
children in their age. Thus, people with WS, though they seem to perform
the same semantic tasks as healthy people via different neural structures,
in fact perform tasks that are only somewhat similar to the tasks performed
by healthy people. In other words, while it may be true that brain damaged
people, such as WS patients, achieve psychological function through dif-
ferent neural mechanisms, the function they achieve isdifferentfrom the
function achieved by healthy people. Overall, then, the verbal behavior of
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brain damaged people gives little support to the premise thatsimilar psy-
chological ends are achieved bydifferentneural means. For brain damaged
people and healthy people in fact achievedifferentpsychological ends.

Of course, I do not deny that there is a substantial overlap of the psy-
chological functions achieved by WS patients and by normals. The point is
that the type-identity theorist has a perfectly reasonable explanation to the
plasticity of the brain: to the extent that compensation by brain-damaged
people recruits type-distinct neural mechanisms, to that extent the relevant
psychological states may be type-distinct from those of normals. And, con-
versely, where compensation employs type-identical neural mechanisms –
albeit in different parts of the brain – the relevant psychological states are
type-identical to those of normals.

We have a special interest in the case where the expression “psycholog-
ical ends” refer to behavioral consequences. If we show that our nervous
system achieves given behavioral consequences by a wide variety of neu-
rological means, then, one might think, we have a publicly observable
evidence for multiple realization. So far I argued that reports of brain-
damaged patients do not show that similar behavioral consequences are
achieved by different types of neurological means. I now want to advance
a more interesting claim: that if the psychological is conceived as com-
putational then reports of similarities in behavioral consequences and dif-
ferences in neurological means are not necessarily evidence for multiple
realization. I take here the claim that the mental is computational to mean
that psychological states are identified by their functional role, and that this
role is determined by the causal powers of the syntactic/formal properties
of mental representations.5

Before we can turn to the argument for this claim it is vital to observe
the following. Two states that fall under different lower-level types may
also fall under different higher-level types. Thus the fact that the two
states fall under different lower-level types does not necessarily show that
we have an instance of multiple realization. Multiple realization occurs
only if the two realized statesalso fall under thesamehigher-level type.
More importantly, two processes that fall under different lower-level types,
andwhose behavioral antecedents (inputs) and consequences (outputs) are
the same,6 may still fall under different higher-level types. This, in fact,
is often the case when the higher-level types are computational types.
For it is well known that there are many algorithms for calculating the
values of a computable function. For example, assuming that Add(n) is a
primitive operation, you can always “use” another algorithm by placing
the operation Add(n) followed by Add(�n), somewhere in your favorite
program for multiplication. And, of course, many functions computed
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by a “genuine” algorithm can be achieved by a look-up table. Indeed,
the recognition that behavioral correlations can be achieved by different
computational means was one of the driving forces behind the transition
from behaviorism to computationalism in experimental psychology. Thus,
even if two organisms achieve similar behavioral consequences through
different neural or physical means, it is entirely possible that the relevant
computational processes are also different to some non-trivial degree.

Let us assume then that subjects exhibit the same behavioral conse-
quences (outputs) for the same behavioral antecedents (inputs). Let us
assume, for example, that two subjects report that London is in England
when asked about the location of London. Let us also assume that the sub-
jects’ mediating neurobiological mechanisms are different. We can assume
in particular that the two tokens of their belief that London is in England
are realized in different neurobiological types. Does it follow from these
assumptions that the belief is multiply realizable? The answer is that it
does only if we assume that the two tokens of belief are of the same
computational type. Showing that the pertinent tokens are of different neu-
robiological type, is no indication of multiple realization. For the pertinent
tokens may be ofdifferentcomputational types. Moreover, even if you and
I achieve certain psychological ends such as certain verbal responses via
different neural means, it is possible that our verbal responses are gen-
erated bydifferent computational means. Thus the assumptions that the
neurobiological realizing statesare type-distinct, and that the inputs and
outputs are type-identical, are no evidence for multiple realization.For
it may well be the case that these are not the same computational states
that are realized in different brain states. Thus the type-identity theorist
can always challenge the computational taxonomy itself if the taxono-
my classifies different neurological states as type-identical solely based on
behavioral antecedents and consequences, and physical realizations. These
are bad news for the friends of multiple realization since much, if not all,
of the available evidence for the individuation of computational types is no
other than the behavioral antecedents and consequences of subjects, and
physical realizations of the mediating computational mechanisms.7;8

To conclude: we have asked in this section whether psychological kinds
are coextensive with neural kinds in organisms of the same species. It was
first pointed out that there is substantial empirical evidence for correspon-
dence between perceptual “low-level” types and neural types, whereas
there is no substantial evidence that supports either the claim that “higher”
psychological types coexist with different neural types, or the claim that
psychological ends are achieved by different neural means. It was then
observed that differences in neural mechanisms do not necessarily point
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to multiple realization of psychological types. For it is entirely possible
that the pertinent psychological tokens belong to different psychological
types. Based on this observation, it was shown that the computationalist
cannot decide, on the basis of neural differences and behavioral identities,
whether the pertinent tokens are of the same or of different computational
types.

3. MULTIPLE REALIZATION WITHIN A WORLD : THE CROSS-SPECIES CASE

Unlike the intra-species case, it is agreed that members of different species,
say humans and elephants, differ in an important sense in their neural mech-
anisms. This is no truism. Humans and other species, primarily monkeys,
have neural mechanisms that are importantly similar. Typically, however,
nontrivial differences in neural mechanisms are known to exist between
species. What are we to conclude from differences in neural mechanisms?

In the last section I pointed out that differences in neural mechanisms
do not necessarily indicate multiple realization. It is also possible that
the realized perceptual states are not of the same perceptual type. In other
words, the claim that there are cross-species neural differences is consistent
with the claim that perceptual states are multiply realizable across species,
but it is also consistent with the claim that different species differ in their
perceptual states and processes. Thus, the opponent of multiple realization
is free to claim that while organisms of the same species typically possess
similar perceptual states, organisms of different species typically exhibit
some differences in their perceptual states. Again, it is not denied that there
are also some cross-species perceptual type-identities. The claim, rather,
is that to the extent there are cross-species neural differences to that extent
there are cross-species perceptual differences.

It is certainly tempting to attribute the same perceptual states to differ-
ent species. But there is little evidence that support the attribution where
species substantially differ in neural mechanisms.

In fact, cognitive neuroscientists have repeatedly suggested that dif-
ferent animals may differ in perceptual states. David Marr (1982), for
example, writes that:

Vision, in short, is used in such a bewildering variety of ways that the visual systems of
different animals must differ significantly from one another: : : . The general point here is
that because vision is used by different animals for such a wide variety of purposes, it is
inconceivable that all seeing animals use the same representations; each can confidently be
expected to use one or more representations that are nicely tailored to the owner’s purposes
(p. 32).
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I think, moreover, that functionalists are forced to accept Marr’s con-
clusion. If perceptual states are defined by their computational role, and
since, as Marr points out, perceptual states play different roles in differ-
ent species, then different species must differ in their perceptual states.
Note that even if the perceptual systems of humans and elephants had the
same tasks, there is still the question of how these tasks are achieved. As
I argued in the last section, it is still possible that two perceptual systems
have the same tasks, their underlying neural mechanisms are different,but
the perceptual processes are also different. In fact, since there are many
algorithms for calculating the values of a given function, it is unlikely
that two different neural mechanisms realize the same algorithm. Thus, if
perceptual states are defined by their computational role, it is more safe
to assume that different neural mechanisms actually realize different per-
ceptual processes, even where perceptual ends are the same. If perceptual
states are defined by their computational role, then the fact that a human
and an elephant differ in their neural mechanisms is not necessarily evi-
dence for the multiple realizability of those states. Rather, it is probably
evidence that states do not fall under the same perceptual types.9

There are important affinities between the claims made so far and what
is now known as Jaegwon Kim’s picture of local reduction. On Kim’s
picture, the relations between the mental and the neurological are captured
by statements like:

8x[Six! (Px$Mx)];10(5)

from which Kim infers that human psychology reduces to human neurol-
ogy, elephant psychology reduces to elephant neurology, etc.:

Relative to species or structureSi, [(6)] specifies a physical state,Pi, as both necessary
and sufficient for the occupance of mental stateM : : : . We may call laws of this form
“species-specific biconditional laws” (1989, p. 38).

Kim’s picture, then, consists of two claims: the claim that, within
species, psychological types are co-extensive with neural/physical types,
and the claim that differences in neural/physical types across species do not
prevent (intra-species) reduction. The former claim is strongly supported
by the claims advanced in Section 2. But what about the latter claim? After
all, (6) could also be accepted by one who believed in inter- (but not intra-)
species multiple realization.

Kim has advanced two different arguments for the claim that (6) implies
local reduction. In his earlier writings (1972; 1989), Kim argues that we in
general favor ‘local’ reductions over no reduction at all, and that “ ‘local
reductions’ of this sort are the rule rather than the exception in all of
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science, not just in psychology” (Kim 1989, p. 39). This argument, how-
ever, is unconvincing. As Pereboom and Kornblith (1991) point out, Kim’s
argument is unacceptable onmetaphysicalgrounds because it ignores the
similarities between tokens of psychological types, and so “is just a form of
elimination” (p. 135).11 Moreover, Kim’s argument is even unacceptable
on epistemic grounds because it forces us “to reject the legitimacy of psy-
chological theories that quantify over mental states which are instantiated
in more than one species” (p. 136). Yet, it is clear that we have interest in
psychological explanations that quantify over types held by more than one
species.

In a more recent paper, Kim (1992) advances a different claim that coin-
cides with what I claim at the beginning of this section: that cross-species
neurological differences result in cross-species psychological differences.
Thus what we take to be a cross-species psychological type may actu-
ally be a disjunction ofdifferent psychological types. We therefore opt
for local reduction not because the cross-species neurological states are
type-distinct, but because the cross-species psychological states are type-
distinct. Unlike Kim, however, I think that we will opt for global reduction
wherever there are cross-species neurological identities (and so, presum-
ably, cross-species psychological identities). In these cases, psychological
theories quantify over psychological typesacross-species. Local reduction
is, therefore, not the conceptual rule, but a result of the contingent fact that
species typically differ in neurological types.

4. MULTIPLE REALIZATION ACROSS WORLDS

We now turn to discuss the well-known argument for the physical possibil-
ity of other, perhaps nonexisting, creatures, whose computational structure
is identical to ours. Unlike the former arguments, the current argument is
not so much for the claim that psychological kinds are not coextensive,
in our world, with neural or physical kinds, but for the claim that it is
nomologicallypossibleto have creatures whose minds are functionally
equivalent to ours but whose physical realization is very different from
ours. The argument is rooted in an analogy between the software/hardware
relations in digital computers and mind/brain relations. We know from
computation theory that every computer-program can be realized in many
different automata that largely differ in their physical structure. The same
WORDPERFECT program, for example, can be realized in different mem-
ory cells in two similar desktop machines, and even in the same desktop
machine at different times. The same WORDPERFECT program could
perhaps be realized in machines that do not have electronic chips at all.
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Figure 1. A coke-machine table.

Analogously, the computational structure of our brains could be realized in
different neural media, and, perhaps, in brains made out of very different
physical structure. Thus, the computational structure of our brains is not
identical with any of its realizers. Putnam (1975), for example, writes:

Our mental states, e.g.,thinking about next summer’s vacation, cannot beidentical with
any physical or chemical states. For it is clear from what we already know about computers
etc., that whatever the program of the brain may be, it must be physically possible, though
not necessarily feasible, to produce something with that same program but quite a different
physical and chemical constitution (pp. 135–136).

Fodor (1974) elaborates on the same point:

What I have been doubting is that there are neurological natural kinds co-extensive with
psychological natural kinds. What seems increasingly clear is that, even if there is such co-
extension, it cannot be lawlike. For, it seems increasingly likely that there are nomologically
possible systems other than organisms (viz., automata) which satisfy the kind predicates
of psychology but which satisfy no neurological predicates at all. Now, as Putnam has
emphasized, if there are any such systems, then there must be vast numbers, since equivalent
automata can, in principle, be made out of practically anything (p. 105).

And Ned Block (1978) emphasizes that

the functionalist argument against [type] physicalism is that it is difficult to see how there
could be a non-trivial first-order physical property in common to all and only the possible
physical realizations of a given Turing-machine state: : : . Try to think of a first-order
physical property that can be shared by all (and only) realizations of this machine table!
[see Figure 1] (pp. 270–271)

But is it so hard to think about a first order physical property shared
by all the possible creatures that realize the computational structure of our
brains? Of course, we do not want to deny that two similar automata could
realize WORDPERFECT in neural and in silicon hardware. I also do not
deny here that there could exist silicon-brain creatures whose brain states
and our brain states fall under the same computational types. The question
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is whether it is conceivable that the silicon states and the neural states also
fall under the same physical types.

There are at least two reasons to think that it is conceivable. As Kim
(1972; 1992) and Paul and Patricia Churchland (1990) point out, there are
other high-level kinds, such as a given temperature of gas, that are realized
in very different physical composition but are co-extensive with physi-
cal kinds, i.e., the mean kinetic energy of the structure’s molecules. Thus
the claim that each psychological kind,Mi, could be realized in different
material composition, does not entail that there is no single physical kind
coextensive withMi. Moreover, as Kim (1992) points out, psychological
states, as computational states, are defined by the causal powers of their
syntactic/formal properties. Thus two states fall under the same computa-
tional type in virtue of having a set, or at least a subset, of causal powers
in common. This means that the realizers of any given computational type
must share, after all, a subset of causal powers. We do not know yet whether
the pertinent subsets of causal powers also constitute physical kinds, but
they certainly may.12

Many are convinced that the psychological is multiply realizable be-
cause “equivalent automata can, in principle, be made out of practical-
ly anything”. This assumption, however, underestimates what it takes to
realize a computer program. If psychological states are defined by their
computational role, then there must be conditions on the causal powers
that constitute a computational type. For example, it seems to me that the
computationalist must admit that there is a functional difference between
Figure 1 (the physical text) and a working coke machine. For there is
an obvious difference in theirrelevantcausal powers. Figure 1 is not
functionally equivalent to a working Coke machine because the states of
Figure 1 are causally connected neither to each other, nor to memory and
to inputs/outputs. Figure 1, in other words, does not exhibit causal pow-
ers that are relevant to the computational operations of a working Coke
machine. We can put a dime on Figure 1 and wait forever for a Coke.

In some moods, computationalists require further constraints on the
concept of functional equivalence. In his reply to Searle’s Chinese room
argument, for example, Fodor (1991) denies that the Chinese room is
functionally equivalent to Chinese speakers. Fodor admits that the room
and Chinese speakers share some important similarities. The reason they
are not functionally equivalent, however, is that the room does not maintain
the right spatio-temporal relations. A system that “is in state A on 25 June
1800 in Kansas, and state B on 12 December 2075 in Haifa, and in state
W on 13 December 2075 on Alpha Centauri” (p. 524) is not functionally
equivalent to human minds since its causal relations are not immediate
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and proximal. Likewise, Fodor argues, the Chinese room does not satisfy
the immediate-and-proximal-cause constraint and so is not functionally
equivalent to Chinese speakers.

We see, then, that when we properly define a computational type, it is
not at all obvious that there are machines that are functionally equivalent
to the Coke machine and which are made out of Swiss cheese, toilet paper
and stones, buckets of sand, etc. Even if part of the machine could be made
out of Swiss cheese (etc.), it is entirely implausible that the mechanism
that causes the automaton to change states can actually be made entirely
out of Swiss cheese, given what we know about the causal powers of Swiss
cheese. It is even more absurd to say that the same computational system
can be made out of practically anything when the pertinent systems are the
complex systems that generate intelligent behavior; those that enable intel-
ligent creatures to survive in their environment. Arguably, these systems
operate with millions of computing-units that rapidly process in parallel
various mini-tasks. Such massive interaction among all those computing-
units could perhaps be realized in different physical-made states, but it is
odd to think that these systems could be made entirely out of Swiss cheese.
It is indeed striking that computationalists, who define psychological states
by causal powers, are ready to admit that the pertinent causal powers of
our brains can be found in Swiss cheese.

It thus seems that it is quite possible that there is, after all, a physical
kind, such as certain energy levels of dynamical systems, in common to all
the realizers of a given psychological state. First, the temperature example
shows that realizers that differ in their material composition can still fall
under a single physical type. Second, we know that all the realizers must
have a subset of causal powers in common. For they all fall under the same
computational type in virtue of having certain causal powers. And third,
I argued that it is actually very doubtful that the complex computational
structure of our brains could be realized in more than a few material
compositions. Given all that, I suggest that there are no good reasons to
think that the multiple realization scenario is more likely than the co-
extension scenario, even across worlds.13

5. A PROBLEM WITH INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Contemporary functionalists, including computationalists, are eager to
specify psychological states in non-intentional and non-semantic terms. As
such, they must specify inputs/outputs in non-intentional and non-semantic
terms. But exactly how to specify inputs and outputs is a dilemma to the
functionalist.14 Specifying inputs/outputs in functional terms results in an
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excessively liberal conception of the mental. Specifying inputs/outputs in
lower-level physical/neural terms – e.g., by descriptions of neural impulses
in sensory and motor organs, or in terms of lights and sounds perceived by
the sensory modalities (inputs), and in terms of arm and leg movements
(outputs) – yields a too chauvinistic conception of the mental. It has been
unnoticed, however, that the chauvinistic route weakens the plausibility of
multiple realization. Indeed, if tokens of a psychological type are all con-
nected to the same physical/neural inputs and outputs, then they all share
lower-level properties in common. They all have the sameneural/physical
causes and effects. It is thus not at all obvious that psychological types are
not correlated with neural/physical types. It may turn out that the causal
connections to inputs/outputs define a neural/physical type.

This remark is important for two reasons. One is that most functionalists
tend to specify inputs/outputs in neural/physical terms. The other has to do
with an important functionalist argument for multiple realization. Func-
tionalists often motivate the claim that the mental is multiply realizable
by drawing analogies between psychology and other special sciences such
as economics, and classical biology. Fodor (1974), among many others,
reminds us that it is obvious that there is no physical kind coextensive with
the term “monetary exchange”. For “some monetary exchanges involve
strings of wampum. Some involve dollar bills. And some involve signing
one’s name to a check” (p. 103). Fodor proceeds to conclude that “eco-
nomics is not reducible to physics: : : [and] the reasons why economics is
unlikely to reduce to physics are paralleled to those which suggest that psy-
chology is unlikely to reduce to neurology” (p. 104). Similarly, Pereboom
and Kornblith (1991, pp. 128–132) elaborate on Kitcher’s (1984) claim
that certain high-level biological processes of inheritance are realized in
different molecular processes (see Note 1) to argue that the causal powers
of psychological types need not coincide with causal powers of physical
types.

But, as it now appears, there may be also a crucial disanalogy between
the specifications of psychological kinds and of the other sciences’ kinds.
Other special sciences do not specify inputs/outputs in lower-level terms.
In the other special sciences, causes and effects are typically specified
in the terms of these sciences. Economists specify the causes and effects
of kinds like “monetary exchange” in terms of economics (which are
intentional). They take it that the reason credit cards have the causal powers
they have is just that we take them to be reliable forms of monetary
exchange. Similarly, biologists specify the inputs/outputs of high-level
biological processes in high-level biological terms such as homozygoses,
heterozygoses, recessive/dominant traits, etc.
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We see, then, that there is a difference between psychology and other
special sciences as long as psychological inputs/outputs are specified in
lower-level terms. The fact that some special science states are multiply
realizable does not indicate that psychological states are also multiply
realizable. The specification of psychological inputs and outputs in lower
level terms makes the multiple realization of psychological states less
plausible than the multiple realization of other special science states.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It was argued that the available arguments for the claim that psycholog-
ical states are multiply realizable are unfounded. More interestingly, it
was shown that the computationalist has failed to provide arguments for
the multiple realization of psychological states that preserve, at the same
time, the computational aspects of mental states. Sections 2 and 3 dealt
with empirical evidence for multiple realization. It was pointed out that
the available empirical evidence supports species-specific correspondence
between perceptual types and neurobiological types. It was further argued
that the data from behavior and neural realization, by itself, does not con-
firm multiple realization, since the same data can be taken to confirm the
thesis that the realized states are of different computational types. Section
4 dealt with the nomological possibility of multiple realization. It turned
out that under a proper conception of functional equivalence, it is doubtful
that the computational structure of our brains could be realized in many
other material compositions. Moreover, since all these realizers must share
some causal powers, and, in addition, they are all causally related to the
same physical inputs and outputs (Section 5), it is quite possible that, after
all, these causal powers do constitute a physical kind.15

NOTES

1 Two remarks are in place: (A) It is well-known that the Classical picture of inter-theoretic
reduction is much too rigid, for it cannot even account for the reduction of Kepler’s laws to
Newtonian mechanics. As a result, the common practice is to soften some of the constraints
imposed by the Classical picture. One suggestion is that what needs to be derived is not the
laws of the reduced theoryTr, but a corrected version of it,Tr�. (For more on this, see
Churchland (1986, pp. 279–295)). Fodor’s point, however, is that no such corrections and
modifications can accommodate the psychophysical case. If psychological predicates are
essentially multiply realizable, it is hard to see what correction ofMi (say toM�

i ) could
makeM�

i identical with a single physical kind. (B) Putnam (1975) and Philip Kitcher
(1984) pursue a different route from multiple realization to the irreducibility of the “old”
theory. They claim that when the predicates of the old theory are multiply realizable the
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old theory characteristically contains virtues, such as valuable explanatory schemes, or
causal generalizations, that are not exemplified by the new theory. Kitcher, who discusses
the relationships between Classical genetics and molecular biology (where genes and
chromosomes have many different molecular manifestations), argues that Classical genetics
encompasses valuable patterns of explanation that are completely lost at the molecular level.

Fodor, however, who is surely sympathetic with this line of argument, aims to show that
psychophysical reduction is impossible not only on epistemic grounds (e.g., explanatory
virtues), but also on metaphysical grounds: “I am suggesting, roughly, that there are special
sciences not because of the nature of our epistemic relation to the world, but because of the
way the world is put together” (1974, p. 113).
2 In modal terms, (4) already expresses counterfactual relations between_Pj and some
mental kindMi, for the proper reading of (4) is as follows:

�[8x8MiMi2M9P
�

P�2P (�(Mix$ P
�
x))](5)

where�means physical necessity,M is the set of mental kinds,P � is a complex physical
property, andP is the set of physical properties. (In words: Necessarily, for any individual
x and for any propertyMi inM there is a complex propertyP � inP such that, necessarily,
x hasP � if and only ifx hasM ). Thus ifP � turns out to be a kind, then we in fact have a
psychophysical law.
3 See Churchland and Sejnowski (1992) for other detailed examples of such neuro-
perceptual correlations.
4 I rely here on Wang and Bellugi (1993).
5 In Fodor’s words: a psychological state is a (computational) relation between an organism
and the syntactic/formal properties of a mental representation.
6 Inputs and outputs can be identified either in higher-level or in lower-level terms. For the
psychophysical case I assume that inputs and outputs are defined either in physical/neural
terms (as Fodor assumes) or in intentional terms.
7 One may note that cognitive psychologists use Reaction Time to choose between compet-
ing computational processes. But the viability of RT depends on the implicit assumption
that the instantiating neural mechanisms are the same. For program whose complexity is
O(n) may finish after a program whose complexity isO(2n) if run on different computers.
8 Drew Leder (1985) argues that you cannot have an argument for token identity because
every evidence for token identity is also evidence for type-identity. I pursue the claim that
mere token identity would leave open the possibility that the tokens are not of the same
computational type.
9 A referee ofSynthesehas pointed out that the argument might well prove too much, as
the argument also entails that any tokening of my thought that London is pretty falls under
a different computational type, assuming that the instantiating neural mechanisms differ in
some respect. I agree. But I think that the source of the trouble is not my argument, but
the holistic nature of computational states. My argument proves that either the thought that
London is pretty is not a computational state, or that tokens of this thought have computa-
tional commonalities to the extent they have neurological commonalities.
10 Kim reads (6) as asserting:

�[8x8SiSi2S8MiMi2M9P
�

P�2P�(Six! (Mix$ P
�
x))](7)

11 Kim (1984, pp. 173–4), however, makes clear that he does not resist the arguments
for non-reduction that are rooted in epistemic reasons, as long as reduction is understood
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as an epistemological concept. What Kim (1989) has been insisting is that non-reductive
materialism, when reduction is understood as a metaphysical concept, is a myth.
12 Also, Itamar Pitowsky (1996) argues that it is possible that physicists will find it useful
to classify dynamical systems according to their computational capabilities; that computa-
tional categories “becomephysical kinds as a result of the natural development of physics”
(p. 179).
13 Jerry Fodor (1994) has recently argued that intentional psychological types are only
implemented by way of computational types. It may be thus argued that intentional psy-
chological types are multiply realizable in computational types. Psychology, in this case,
would still be autonomous.

It should be noted, however, that this argument is not available to the functionalist. For
Fodor precisely denies that intentional psychological types are functional types. Moreover,
psychological intentional types, as construed by Fodor, are defined by their (extrinsic) con-
tent. As such, they do not even strongly supervene on their implementing computational
types (which means that (4) is false when theP ’s stand for computational types). It is thus
more tempting to establish the autonomy of psychology by the failure of strong superve-
nience. Indeed, I think that, unlike the multiple realization route, this route to the autonomy
of psychology is promising.
14 See Ned Block’s (1978) classic discussion of this dilemma.
15 I am thankful to Yemima Ben Menachem, Patricia Churchland, Paul Churchland, Bruce
Glymour, Rick Grush, Jonathan Gunderson, Brian Keeley, Philip Kitcher, Itamar Pitowsky,
Hilary Putnam, Gila Sher and Steve Yalowitz, for discussion and very helpful comments.
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